WHAT IS A SMOOTH 5 GIMBAL?

The SMOOTH 5 gimbal is a handheld stabilizing device that makes cinematic filming with your smartphone smooth and easy. With the gimbal’s 3-axis design, you can capture steady footage while filming tracking shots or panning across a landscape. The gimbal offers a user-friendly control panel and an app for a range of shooting features.

WHY USE IT?

With the SMOOTH 5 gimbal, you can capture mobile video on your smartphone, putting you in the action and on the go.

The gimbal offers anti-shake performance with high definition, preserving the video quality of your smartphone footage.

The gimbal smooths out hand tremors or a bumpy gait while filming. It also stabilizes pans and automates time-lapses.

KEEP IN MIND

- The SMOOTH 5 gimbal’s wide phone clamp can hold heavier phones, ensuring a secure video experience. For 360-degree lighting, you can attach two 300-lumen fill lights.
- Backed by a 2600mAh battery, the gimbal can work up to 12 hours. You can charge your phone using the device’s USB-C port.
- The free ZY Play app enables iOS and Android users to control both gimbal and smartphone camera functions.

Our media team provides full-service support for the SMOOTH 5 gimbal. We’ll collaborate with you to shoot footage for your course and help with editing. To schedule a time to work with us, please contact D.D. Garbarino, Media Production Manager, at dgarbarino@fsu.edu or 850-644-7574 (M-F, 8am-4:30pm). Instructors of distance learning courses will be given priority scheduling.

For more information, visit the Media Production Services webpage.